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In Our 94th Year

Thefts were reported at three
businesses over the weekend,
according to city and county
authorities.
County Sheriff Clyde Steele
said that about $50 in cash and
85 cartons of cigarettes were
stolen in a break-in at Cook's
Grocery in Hazel.
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Three Burglaries Reported In
County To Local Authorities
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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, July 23, 1973

Murray Sewing Center
Places Fifth In Nation

City police on routine patrol
over the weekend noticed a cold
drink machine standing open at
the Todd Texaco Station on
Main. An investigation revealed
tat the coin box had been
Stolen, with about $10 in change
in it.
Burglars also broke into the
Boone Laundry at Five Points,
taking keys to a cold drink
machine and three dryers, and
taking about $10 in change from
the drink machine, according to
police reports.
Investigations are continuing
Into all three incidents,
authorities said.

The Murray Sewing Center
has been notified that the local
business has placed fifth in the
country for 1972 in total sales for
Singer sewing machines.
The local firm was notified in
a telegram from J.J. Poggi,
of Murray, formerly of Calvert City,
vice president, dealer sales and
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There are indications President
Nixon and Congress may be drawing
closer together on the matter of
spending totals and priorities.
Through the early months of this
year there was a continuing confrontation between the President and
Congress on these matters. Mr.
Nixon vetoed some bills; in other
cases he approved the bills but announced publicly that he would impound some of the appropriated
funds. In other words, he would refuse to spend the money.
Congress contended the President
was exceeding his constitutional
powers in refusing to spend appropriated funds. Persons in and out of
Congress have taken the administration to court over the dispute, but
the legality of the conflicting positions has not yet been established.
In an effort to establish that the
legislative branch is just as fiscally
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Cracks In The First Amendment
Critical fractures in the cornerstone (keystone?)
First Amendment to the Constitution are beginning
to appear. Unfortunately, we have become so
inured to stories of bugging, surveillance, espionage
in politics and elsewhere that few voices of protest
have been heard from the press.
For many months it seemed the press' greatest
cause for alarm were the subpoenas and the jailing
otnewsmen for refusing to divulge their confidential
squrces of information. That was, and still is, a
serious matter. But now we are told of:
:J. Wiretaps on telephones of reporters who were
tItte recipients of leaked information, or who were
considered "unfriendly."
.2. FBI checks and surveillance of newsmen for the
same and additional reasons;
'3. Internal Revenue Service audits of reporters'
income taxes when their stories, whether factual or
not, were not deemed to be favorable.
;-Let us not develop any false hope that because
these things finally have come to light there will be
an end to-it-all and they will never happen again.
They never should have happened in the first place,
and unless there is a restatement of the jurisdictions
and responsibilities of the government agencies in
question-by Congress-the precedent no matter how
will always be with us.-Editor &
revolting
Publisher.
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Strawberry pickers
made early start
By HELEN M. PAGEL
Copley News Service
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Resources and Environmental state.
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Needed: little acorns

Just As I Am

Ten Years Ago Today

kalloway

20 Years Ago Today

cents in the ad for Econom
Grocery, and Roberts Grocery this week.

'Bible Thoughtfor Today
Not everyone that saith unto me. Lord. Lord. shall
enter into the kingdom of heaven.—Matthew 7:21.
Entrance to heaven does not depend upon ver'bage. but on acts and deeds willed by God

Isn't It The Truth!

▪

responsible as the executive branch,
some members of Congress are
pushing for their own imposed ceiling on spending, but they want to decide priorities within that ceiling.
Conversely, President Nixon has
signed four bills that he previously
labeled as providing for excessive
spending, and in doing so he said he
was entering into a "partnership of
give and take" with Congress. These
bills to fund health programs, economic development, airport development and certain veterans benefits were compromises, spending
less than Congress at first proposed
but more than Mr. Nixon wanted to
authorize.
So, while the question of the President's right to impound funds is being considered in the courts, it appears the battle over impoundment
is cooling as a result of limited disengagement on both sides.

LET'S REMINISCE

By JEFFREY ST. JOHN
Copley News Service
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Locust Leaf Miners
Due for Summer Visit

American big business,
which has contributed much
to making Latin America
ready to take off economically, has come more and more
under fire from the political
Latin left lately. The U.S.'s
passion for bigness is partly to
blame, encouraging huge
U.S. companies to move into
Latin America, creating enormous resentment, whether
the resentment is real, imagined or politically motivated.
If Latin America is to have
the brains and know-how to
experience economic expansion in the nextfew decades,
policy needs a raelicAl revisitifilwere(ary Kogers•rnade it dear in his May
-tour of South America that. the
United States is not worried
about the rapid growth of radical and Communist • move
ments in the Southern Hemisphere

....... .
.:Open 7:30-Start Dusk

JONITE thru TUE.

preferably while the dew was
still on them, and since most
of the farms were a good three
or four miles from town, it
was necessary to start from
home soon after sunrise.
But if that seems like a
hardship, then you have never
walked along a country road
with a group of friends, laughing, talking and singing, while
the first rays of the rising sun
gilded the trees and grass and
buildings with a glory which
can only be seen early on a
summer morning. And as the
mists began to melt away, the
birds awoke and filled the air
with melody such as few people ever hear today.
When they arrived at their
destination the pickers were
given little square wooden
crates with a handle for easy
carrying.
Each crate held four onequart boxes, and the berries
were graded as they were
picked, with the largest and
finest going into one box and
the smaller ones into another
No farmer who valued his
reputation or expected to keep
his customers would put small
berries into the bottom of the
box and the big ones on top.
Then away to the berry
patch where everyone sat on
the straw between the rows
and started picking. The boys
usually wore blue overalls
and shirts and wide-brimmed
hats, while the girls wore
ankle-length calico or denim
dresses, high shoes, sunbonnets and long black mitts.
made of old cotton stockings
to protect their arms from the
sun, for peaches and cream
complexions were valued in
those days, and the sun could
get pretty hot in an unshaded
field before the morning was
over.
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Insurance Rules Change
—
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Commissioner of Insurance
Harold B. McGuffey recently
of
approval
announced
revisions to the private
passenger automobile rules for
the Insurance Service Office of
Kentucky.
The revisions, effective
August 1, 1973, will benefit those
motorists who have automobile
liability insurance with a
company who uses ISO's
manual of rules and rates. Over
50 percent of the private
passenger automobile insurance business written in
Kentucky is placed in such
companies.
Effective August 1, 1973, a
property damage loss will have
to exceed $200 before a point
will be charged against the
insured driver's safe driving
classification. Previously, a
point was charged when the
property damage exceeded
$100.
-ficirew exception is also being
introduced to the safe driver
for
point
rate
system
classification. After August 1,
no points will be assessed
against individuals who can
show that an accident occurred

while they were responding to
an emergency "call to duty,"—
if they are a paid or volunteer
member of any police force, fire
department, first-aid squad or
any law enforcement agency.
This means that regular and
and
firemen
volunteer
policemen will not suffer rate
of inbee/Rise
increases
volvement in an accident when
the accident occurs during their
response to a call for
emergency duty.
The medical payment rules
have been amended to make
higher medical payment
coverage available, up to
$100,000. The old ISO limit was
$10,000. The higher limits can be
purchased at a nominal increase in cost
The protection for uninsured
motorists insurance is also
being revised. Atter August 1,
an insured may purchase up to
1100,000-$300,000 for bodily
injury caused by insured
motor istit. Heretofore; the
maximum,_ that Auld be purchased was-V0,000420,0M.
Argentina is 1.072.700 square
miles in area

Paducah Summer
Festival Planned

The 1973 Paducah Summer
Festival will give this Western
Kentucky city nine days of
parades, concerts on the
riverfront, a watermelon-eating
contest, hydroplance racingeven water fights on the Ohio
River-from July 28 through
August 5.
There will be a barbecue and
gospel singing on opening day, a
country music show (Aug. 1), a
hot-air ballon demonstration
( Aug. 3)and five rounds of "The
Great Festival Water Fight,"
(July 30-Aug. 2 and Aug. 4), plus
a long list of other events.
Sponsored by Paducah
Promotions, Inc., a non-profit
organization, the festivai"issupported by businesses, individuals and civic groups in
the Paducah area.
In addition to the special
events of the festival,
Paducah's historic Market
open to visitors.
House will
The Market House, on
Broadway at Second street,
contains the Paducah Art
Gallery, a museum, a crafts
shop and a theater-where three
,d Kit the
plays are schedult
festival, Aug. 2, 3 and
Additional information may
by contacting
be obtained
Paducah Promotions, Inc., Box
480, Paducah, Ky. 42001.
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State Agreement Leads Nation
New Safety Film
To Be Distributed In Water Resources Planning
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Harris said Kentuck
studies by the staff of the state's
has developed in 14 years.
money well spent," Preston public officials in making Division of Water. The 180,000 opportunity to lead the nation in
..,E
DRUG STOR
decisions on which projects to investment from Kentucky the evaluation system because
"Before we started working said.
could generate as much as the ORBC is ahead of the other
8250,000 depending upon the seven river basin commissions
amount of federal matching in developing its master
•
framework which has been sent
monies obtained.
•
KenHarris,
to Congress.
to
ng
Accordi
•
on it, we took a look at why most
safety lines fail to get their
message across," said Thomas
L. Preston, the Governor's
special assistant for information and co communication. "We found there
were three reasons. Some were
so phony, people didn't believe
them.Some were so gory people
wouldn't look at them,and some
talked down to teenagers.
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Coats
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Maxis, Zip Linings,
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Big bells, pleats, maxis, suede
trim extra.
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North Fork News ...
Slacks
Trousers Several Visitors Are Guests In
Homes Of Families In The Area
Plain Skirts
One Kuykendall is in Murray
By Mrs. R. D. Key
seriously ill.
1973
Hospital
16,
July
Sweaters
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Kuyken-

Suits

•
•
•
•

1:4

po

15or
All

Hangers.

HOUR cLeaneRs

Central Shopping Center )

Open 7 a.m. 6 p.m. Monday-Saturday

Phone 753-9084

Si00

Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pistilli
from Hewitt, New Jersey,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Paschall last week.
Mrs. Ralph
Mr. and
Gallimore spent their vacation
in Florida last week.
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
and son, Mitch, went to Tiptonville Staurday to attend the
Hayes' reunion.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M. Orr
and Rickie were dinner guests
of Mrs. Ella Morris last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Pistilli and
children attended church at
Spring Hill last Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr spent
last weekend with the Jack
Wyatts' in Nashville.
Mrs. Linda Orr and sun.
Rickie, Mrs. Ralph Gallimore
and Michelle Morris visited the
R. D. Keys Thursday afternoon

ONE OF LERMANS MANY

SUMMER CLEARANCE
SPECIALS
BUY OUT OF FAMOUS
MANUFACTURERS WAREHOUSE STOCK

MEN'S SUITS
Made to sell
at $85 to $115
34 to 60 shorts, regulars,
longs, extra longs, stouts.
Wool, dacron, mohair blends.
JUST RECEIVED A NEW SHIPMENT.
LECT FROM OVER 200.

Central Shopping Center
Store Hours: 9 a.m.-9 p.m. Daily
12 Noon -7 p.m. Sunday

OFFER GOOD THRU WEDNESDAY

dall„ Mrs. Ralph Gallirnore and
Mrs. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Mrs. Ella Morris Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. Lula Paschall is visiting
a few days with her sister Mrs.
Ella Morris, Mrs. Tom Wilson
visited them Monday afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. Frances
Deering of Detroit will be here
next week on vacation visiting
Mrs. Tom Wilson and other
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr attended church at Birds Creek
Sunday night to hear their son,
Glynn M., who has been accepted as pastor. Bro Glynn is
real happy with his church.
Mike Jenkins has gone to
guard this week. Mrs. Jenkins is
staying with Mr. and Mr. Noble
Harrelson and Mr. and Mrs.
MorrisJenkins while he is gone
Mr. and Mrs. Maburn Key
visited Quitman Key in the
nursing home Sunday.
Miss Ladoska Nichols visited
Mrs. Holice Grooms Sunday
and attended church at North
Fork. We're glad to have her
back home.

KLEENEX
TISSUE
200s
41C ELSEWHERE

For

VASELINE
INTENSIVE CARE
LOTION

NI•••
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SORRY NO ALTERATIONS AT THIS PRICE
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CX 126 12

KODAK
COLOR FILM
$1.40 ELSEWHERE

CM

Expires 7/25/73
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1
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coupon

p.

OFFER GOOD THRU WEDNESDAY
20 GALLON

Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key and
Mrs. Tom Wilson visited Odie
Morris last Sunday.

METAL
GARBAGE CAN

Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
and Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon H.
Morris and Michelle had supper
with the Ralph Gallimore's
Saturday.

The ship's bell tolled 77'
times to mark his passing and
the entire Pitcairn population'
of SI attended the funeral-0
the island's only church, then
went_ to the cemetery where:
all those who die on the islan&
including the original mutineers, are buried. — CMS

C

OFFER GOOD THRU WEDNESDAY

Mrs. Bertie Jenkins was in
Paris Thursday to see Dr. Rhea.
Bro. Warren Sykes was in
Paris Monday to see Dr.
Newman.
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Lee Sunday.
Howard Morris was in to see
Dr. Newman Friday.

Melville Christian, 77, a
fifth-generation direct descendant of Fletcher Christian, leader of the Bounty
mutineers, died recently on
Pitcairn Island in the South
Pacific.
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Golden Wedding Anniversary

How much should
• you spend?

Caring For Your Ni

Never on
sundae
At the turn of the century,
many people thought that
soda water was actually
intoxicating. Perhaps the
basis for their judgment was
the giggling and smiling ice
cream soda sipping inspired.

No one can tell homemakers exactly what they should
be spending for the family
groceries each week—no way!
But there are guidelines they.
can use to judge if their grocery hills are out cif line for
the family size and income.
Guidelines, in the form of
monthly estimates made by
U.S. Department of Agriculhire's Agricultural Research
Service ARS) on the cost of
food eaten at home, show that
a family of four with two
elementary school children
average from $36 to $58 per
week, depending on which of
three basic USDA food plans
the family follows.
On the low-cost food plan,
our hypothetical family spent
$36.70 per week in April;
*4-.30 on the moderate-cost
plan. These figures are for
food only—they do not include
other household supplies.
These three food plans reflect the buying practices of
U.S. families with low, medium or high incomes. All plans
allow for meals that are, of
course, well balanced nutritionally. The major difference
is that the lower cost plans include larger quantities el
inexpensive sources of nutrients—such as potatoes, dry
beans, peas, bread, and cereals—and smaller amounts
and less expensive icinds
meat, poultry, fish, fruits, and
vegetables.

-AO

Whatever the reason,
Evanston, Ill., took action and
passed a law prohibiting the
sale of ice cream sodas on
Sunday. One clever fountain
operator found a way to get
around the law by serving ice
cream plus sirup minus the
soda water. Dubbing his creation ice creani "Sunday"
probably doubled his weekend
business.
But the pious town fathers
objected to naming an ice
cream dish after the Sabbath,
so the spelling was later
changed to sundae . . . a treat
to be enjoyed any day of the
week.

Housekeeping becomes
game of hide and seek
By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: I am a mother amid sole bread winner of
three school-age children. I have worked hard to provide
for us since my husband died four years ago.
Recently I landed an ideal job as a housekeeper for a
rather wealthy family. I work three days a week and the
location and pay is excellent.
On a few occasions the husband has come home unexpectedly, and when his wife hears his car in the driveway,
POTATOES IN FOIL
she pushes me into a walk-in closet to hide me until she
wrapped in foil tend
Potatoes
photo
Studio
Love
can get me out without having her husband see me.
Route One,
to bake in a shorter time than
FIVE GENERATIONS--Mrs. Lucy Lee of Almo
When I asked her why she was hiding me, she said I
Braden. Stanunwrapped potatoes because
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. (Isaiah) Treas
was her "secret" help, and she didn't want her husband to
seated, holds her great great grandson, Michael
Route
Illieray
metal, especially a dull finish,
et
AMMO
(Betty)
has
another
[She
Rex
Mrs.
does.
she
know she had as much help as
ding are, left to right,
One will absorbs heat faster and holds it
David (Betty)
Mr. and Mrs. H. I. (Isaiah) Trees of Kirksey Route
Three, Mrs. Prentice (Modell) Holland, and Mrs.
woman come three days a week, too, but he knows about
open house at better than the potato skin
graMilillber,
--celebrate their fiftieth wedding anniversary with an
HER.]
Braden, both of Murray Route Eight, great
bake
restaurants
(Many
79.
July
Sunday,
Michael.
on
I
home
but
of
ly
way,
their
this
respective
around
sneaking
mother
Abby, I feel so foolish
grandmother, and
between the hours of
reason.)
call
for
this
to
foil
in
invited
are
potatoes
relatives
and
friends
All
husband
the
if
What
need the money. Should I stay on?
The tight foil wrapping holds in
two to four o'clock in the afternoon. No invitations will be sent.
finds me one of these times? STIR CRAZY IN THE CLOSET
a steam, resulting in a softer skin,
The couple was married on July 28, 1922, at the home of
B. but also may cause the potato to
DEAR STIR: Since the job is Ideal and you need the
Baptist minister at Metropolis, Ill. Their attendants were Eric
be heavy and soggy, if left in the
Tress
Florence
Mrs.
sister,
his
and
mammy, stay there. If the husband finds you. let his wife
groom,
the
of
friend
Weaver,
too long
foil
ozplale what you're doing there If he has a sense of
Thweatt.
will make a trip to Kaintuck
hamar, you're home tree.
Monday, July 23
Mrs. Treas is the fromer Ruby Thweatt, daughter of Mrs.
Minnie Rose Thweatt and the late Isom Thweatt. Mr. Treas, a Do It Right
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry McCallon Territory.
DEAR ABBY: It seems I have a problem. I am 47 years
and sons, terry and Michael,
semi-retired truck driver and farmer, is the son of the late
Want to serve sausage
Senior Citizens of Murray and
old, and last year I married for the second time and my
will be honored with a shower at
.1olphus and Lottie Treas.
links at their juicy best? Corat
meet
wife is expecting soon. Since this is the first child I have
the Lynn Grove School gym at Calloway County will
They are the parents of one son, H. E. Jackie i Trees of Murray rect cooking makes the difever fathered, and probably my last, I want him to have a
eight p.m. Their clothes, linens, the Ellis Center from ten a.m. to
Route Seven, and one daughter, Mrs. Jack Laverne I Cain of ference. Place links in a cold
special name. (No argument, please. I KNOW it will be a
and contents of their house were two p.m.
frying-pan, add 2 to 4 tableMurray Route Two.
boy.1
Their seven granchidlren are Mrs. Charles(Darrylini Parker, spoons water, cover tightly
destroyed in a fire Monday.
My surname is "Huffman," so I would like to name our
The movies, "World of
Donald Trees, Mrs. Max (Gail) Parker, Steve Treas, Mrs. Bill and cook slowly for 8 to 10
ROME (AP) — Italian
son "Manhuff.". My wife's maiden name is Wolfe, thereand
minutes. Remove cover and
Angler,"
are
(Melissa )Overby, Barry Cain, and Daryl Cain. They have eleven
Shuffleboard for senior Kentucky
designers
fashion
the "Traditional Quilts of Kenfore I want his middle name to be "Wolfgang," his full
brown links, turning on all
great grandchildren.
stepping back a few decades citizens will be played at
eight tucky," will be shown for senior
name being, "Manhuff Wolfgang Huffman." [His nickname
Mr. and Mrs. Treas are members of the Kirksey Baptist sides.
in their fall and winter Ellis Center from 8:30 to
would of course be, "Manny."]
Church.
citizens at the Calloway county
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Deborah Schall Has
Completed Plans
For Her Wedding

Caring For Your New Baby ...

Crying and Colic of New Baby In
First Weeks At Home Discussed

•

Miss Deborah Schaal has
completed plans for her wedding to Michael Dennis Magee,
son of Mrs. M. Juliette Magee
and the late Alfred .1. "Pat"
Magee of Wickliffe.
The wedding will be solemnized August 12 at two o'clock in
the afternoon at the home of the
bride-to-be's parents. Mr. and
Mrs. William Schaal at 704
Ir'orest Park Drive,'Eureka, M.
Rev George Herne of Eureka
College will read the double ring
ceremony before a rose covered
arch on the lawn.
Miss Schaal who will be given
in marriage by her father, has
chosen her sister, Miss Karen
Schaal, maid of honor and Miss
Melaine Schaal, Miss Lorna
Tate, Paducah and Miss Debbie
l'pshaw of Virginia as
bridesmaids.
Mr. Magee has chosen Mike
Keller of Murray, a fraternity
brother, as best man and Gross
as
Magee, his brother
groomsman. Other groomsmen
are Larry Eidson and Mike
Notgrass, of Barlow, also
fraternity brothers.
A reception will follow the
ceremony at the home of the
bride-elect's parents.
Kevin Hawley, cousin of the
bride-to-be will be the ring
bearer.
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Meeting Monday
At Local Bank

Your Individual Horoscope
11•0

tsCosi"

Nuptial music will be
presented by Mrs Paul
Studabaker.
reception will be given
Iugust 14 at the Ballard County
County Club for Miss Schaal
with Mrs_ Michael Farrow,
Mrs. David Morris, Mrs. Carlos
Henderson and Mrs. W. G.
Hayden at hostesses.

•

Wanda Billington
Honored At Bridal
Shower Recently

)ere,

•
Each family carried a basket
dinner and a bountiful lunch
was spread in the shade of a
large tree on the lawn. This
delicious lunch was enjoyed by
everyone
The day seemed very short
and most of the time was spent
in talking and renewing family
ties and memories of days gone
by and becoming acquainted
with the younger generation
The wonderful feeling of
hospitality and friendliness was
ever present. As I observed the
members of the family as they
moved from group to group,
recalling the past chatting
about the present, asking about
the • absent, seeing new faces,
many family traits and
characteristics flashed across
my Meld. The most outstanding
charactilefitic that I noticod

Hwy.

was the enjoyment of talking
with others and the friendly
attitude.
Part of the day was spent in
picture making and one of the
highlights was the jolly singing
and guitar music furnished by
Lee Bolen. Although Lee was
injured in an automobile ac
cident about two months ago, he
seemed to be carefree and gay
and on top of the world.
Those present were: Mr. John
Ross; Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ross
and Dianne of Clarksville
Tenn.; Mr David Ross of
Franklin, Tents, Mr. and Mrs.
Cozy Roberts of Chattanooga,
Tenn.; Mr. Jesse Ross of
Peoria, Ill ; Mr. and Mrs
Prentice Ross of Kirksey; and
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Bolen, Renee
and Ross of Almo,
Mrs. Beulah Holland and Mr
and Mrs. Roy Holland of
Detroit, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs
Cordus Fox; Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Fox Roger, Craig and Tracey of
Hazel, Mr and Mrs Roy
Garland; Mr and Mrs. Rex
Garland; Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Timmons, Melissa and Ricky;
Mr and Mrs. Cecil B Smith,
Laurie, Wendy and Michael of
Hammond, Indiana, Mr. and
Mrs. Stan Wilkins; Mr and
Mrs. Bill Stinson, Beth and
Tammy and Mr. and Mrs
Harold Leitchfield and Scott of
Indianapolis, Ind.; Mr and
Mrs. Ira Hendon and Ronnie of
Peoria, Ill; Mrs. Myrtle Sills of
Dover, Tenn.; Miss Hazel Shaw
and Mrs Docie Shaw of Canton;
Mrs. Floyd Futrell and Ronnie;
Mr. Harry W. Garland and twin
sons, Chris and Craig of Cadiz;
Mrs. Virgie Smith of Gracey;
Mr and Mrs. Tom H. Jones;
Walker of
Mrs. Nancy
Hopkinsville; and the hosts, Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Hendon.

How To keep
Recipes Clean
To keep your recipe cards
clean and easy to read while using, glue four photograph-album
paper "corners" at a readable
height inside a kitchen cupboard
door above your baking center.
Slip the card into the holder to
use and return to Its file when
finished.

North
Sale Starts Thurs.

Lamps & Pictures /2 Price

25,000 Sq. ft. of Furniture and Appliances To Be Sold
Robert Wiggins says the time has come!
we can't put it off any longer. The walls
are cracked and the paint is peeling. We
must remodel our store, and in order to
make room for the painters and carpenters
we must SELL! SELL! SELL!

WIGGINS FURNITURE WILL BE CLOSED
ALL DAY TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY TO GET READY!

Julya Outland Is
Elected President
Of School Class

itztp*

*Me.. J. B. Burkaan . .
Mese 53.1517 OsTS3-41147
3i

By Hazel Shaw
The seven children of Robert
Lee Ross and Retter (Green)
Rosa met at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Hendon near
Faxon School in Calloway
County Saturday, July 7, for the
family reunion.
The Robert Lee Rosa family
are former residents of "The
Land Between the Lakes" near
the Pleasant Hill Church Area.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Rosa were
residents of that area at the
time of their death. Robert Lee
Ross was the son of Rev. James
M. Ross, a Baptist Minister, and
Amanda (Futrell) Rosa.
The Ross family and Futrell
family are among the earliest
pioneer families of Trigg
County Mr and Mrs. Luther
Hendon were residents of The
Land Between the Lakes when
they had to sell their home and
leave Trigg County.
Many members of the family
could not attend this reunion but
it was very fortunate that all
seven of the children could get
together for the day. The seven
children are: Mrs. Beulah
Holland of Detroit; Mr. John
Ross of Clarksville, Tenn; Mrs.
Myrtle Garland of Hammond,
Ind.; Mrs. Katie Fox of Hazel;
Mr. Prentic Ross of Kirksey;
Mrs. Bertha Hendon of Murray;
and Mr. Jesse Ross of Peoria,

N641S
I
G
G
I
W
FURNITURE

An

Party Held, Young
eople, Churches

Reunion, Robert Lee Ross Family,
Held At The Hendon Home, Faxon

Storage times

The Sale will start Thursday, July 26th, with the
greatest. savings we've ever offered on Bedding,
Hotpoint Appliances and Furniture!

Help Wiggins Get Ready To Remodel!
See Mr. Of Mrs. Robert Wiggins, or Jo Miller
at Wiggins Furniture, 242 miles North of Murray
on the Benton Road.
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By IRVINE W. REYNOLDS
Copley News Service
IANIX)N -- Britain is in the
midst of an economic boom
which reduced unemployment
28 per cent in 12 months and
pushed Interest rates to 9 per
rent. This has prompted the
government to cut public
spending in an effort to hold
back inflation.
Economic growth in the
first quarter was at an annual
rate of 5 per cent, but the
money supply expanded at a
rate of 17.6 per cent. Wage
rates have been moving up
following an easing of government controls in April.
The dollar has gained about
1 per cent against the pound
since the Smithsonian agreement of late 1971, but pressure
on the dollar may make this
advantage short-lived.
This will depend in great
measure upon Britain's ability to bring the current boom
under better control. That
may be very difficult in view
of the labor situation, which is
a constant threat to orderly
expansion.
During the last decade the
rate of economic growth in
England has been the lowest
of any major industrial nation. Large business firms
have existed under the constant threat of state ownership, and the country no
longer plays a leading role in
the world of international
trade and investment.
Britain is being urged, pressured may be the word, to
permit the pound to join the
joint float of the European
Economic Community currencies against the dollar. But
British officials recognize
that this would be a risky undertaking unless the Common
Market nations pledged un•
limited support through a

pooling operation.
With limited reserve assets
and a weak balance-of-payments record, Britain is not in
a strong position to play the
same monetary game as the
One engaged in by other EEC
nations. In fact, many observers have serious doubts
that England will reap longterm benefits from the decision to enter the Common
Market.
The favorable trade position which Britain enjoyed
with Canada, Australia and
New Zealand will be lost in the
future, and British economists are the first to admit
that industrial efficiency is
lagging behind progress on
the continent.
More than in most other nations, the economic recovery
in Britain occurred in a period
when the money supply was
growing by almost 30 per
cent, and in such a climate it
was inevitable that inflationary pressures would wreck
the control mechanism which
the government had erected
in its effort to keep prices in
check.
The great need in thisvountry at the moment is for an increase in industrial capacity.
But this would probably require an importation of capital from the continent, or the
United States, and there
seems to be little inducement
for capital to move in this direction.
In a recent month the retail
price index rose at an annual
rate of 23 per cent, and this
-the
was caused in
adoption of a 10 per cent
value-added tax — a levy required to bring England in
line with other EEC countries.
It seems probable that the
dollar will perform well
against the pound over the
longer term. Bankers and

h.
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economists here do not contest the current value of the
dollar. Instead, they seem to
be worried about "the state of
mind" in the foreign exchange markets which reflects recent political more
than economic developments,

Funny and Sad.
Book Added To
Library Shelves
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan,
librarian for the Calloway
County Public Library, has
submitted a review of one of the
new books at the library. It is
"The Water Is Wide," by Pat
Conroy, Boston, Houghton
Mifflin, c1972.
The review is as follows:
A very funny yet very sad
present-day
about
book
children: Black children, living
on Yamacrow Island off South
Carolina not far from Savannah, Georgia:. The island is cut
off from the mainland by a wide
and often stormy, sharkinfested channel hard to
navigate because of sandbars
and oyster banks. They have
electricity, but no telephones,
no doctors and no sewage
systems. Most of the children
have never been to school.
Pat Conroy tells of his year as
their teacher. He tells of the
weird and hilarious things that
happened ilit his classes and of
his struggle with the mainland
bureaucracy. Conroy, as a
young progressive teacher,
helped teach the children and
their parents a little more about
life off the island.
Most of his pupils talked in
Gullah dialect which Conroy
couldn't understand, but that
was only part of the difficulty.
They couldn't understand his
either. In time though, he got
the children interested in
learning simple things-they
loved hearing records of
classical music. He even took
them on field trips to the
mainland.
One year was all he had on the
island because mainland school
administrators fired him,
basically for his fierce and most
times tactless crusading on
behalf of the kids. What happens to the future of these
children remains to be seen, but
Pat Conroy certainly did his
part.
Michigan is the world's larg-erstyrodurer of automobiles
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N TOTAL SALES FOR THE YEAR SUGGESTS YOU

ARE RENDERING THE TYPE OF SERVICE TO CEISTOMERS THAT

AND PERFORMANCE BEST WISHES , FOR YOUR CONTINUED
SUCCESS IN

1973

J. J. POGGI
VICE PRESIDENT
DEALER SALES AND SERVICES

.Sill ILI
3 western union

Telegram

western union

Telegram

• "Thanks for making your local Singer Sewing
Center one of the largest dealers in sales in
the United States for 1972."
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Almost one-third of Algeria's
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LIGHTING THE WAY— Newly-installed high-pressure
and safety
General Electric, illuminate New Yorks Park Avenue, increasing visibility

Government struggles
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Louisiana Man Photographs
State's County Courthouses
counties had been done east of that in the next 25 years, many
Interstate-75 and north of 1-64. of the older Kentucky courFrom there Danvers moved thouses still being used today
west in an irregular route that may be torn down and replaced
ended in Wickliffe, the county or lost to fire.
seat of Ballard County. Danvers
described the route as "the
most direct," pointing out that
it took 2 hours to plan a way that
would not cover the same road July 18, 1973
twice.
ADULTS 106
At times, Danvers said, the NURSERY 6
driving became very tiresome.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
while
that
noted
He
Baby Boy Henson (Georgine
Kentucky's Henson, Mother), Route 5,
photographing
courthouses, "I really didn't Benton,
know until the last day whether
DISMISSALS
or not I was going to finish. It
Mrs. Beatrice Molene Free,
was so discouraging at
Master
moments and so very tiring." Box 113, Farmington,
500
The discouragement came, James R. Watson, Jr.,
he said, when the weather was Broad St., Murray, Mrs. Robbie
1, Almo,
unfavorable and exposure Jean Schroader, Route
on,
Sanders
Jean
Donna
Mrs.
became very critical. He noted
Lottie
that the photographs were Route 2, Hickory, Mrs.
Murray,
taken under a wide variety of Osbron, Route 4,
d,
erfor
Weath
r
Home
lighting situations, and even in
Mrs.
the rain. "Many situations Palmersville, Tenn.,
Route 1,
presented a challenge," he said. Susan Kay Grubbs,
Lane
Sanda
Miss
,
Sedalia
a
Sometimes after leaving
St.,
town, he said that he worried Redden, 408 South 6th
about the photographs of that Murray, Dale Mason Jones,
Mary
town because "after traveling Route 1, Dexter, Mrs.
5,
such a distance, it would be Kathryn Smith, Route
Puckett,
disappointing to ruin a picture." Mayfield, Kim Davis
e
In past years, Danvers has Route 2, Hazel, Miss Michell
,
also photographed the county Sue Stone, Route 7, Murray
Calhoun,
courthouses in Texas and Master Michael Lynn
Louisiana. While photographing Route 4, Cadiz, Henry Jones,
the courthouses of Texas, Snow, 1017 Mineral Wells,
Carol
Danvers said he drove over Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Phyllis
Mrs.
d,
Mayfiel
7,
Route
Orr,
254
the
to
cover
16,000 miles
Carol Ann Eldridge and Baby
counties.
, Mrs.
In early June, Danvers
Danvers, who is interested in Boy, Route 8, Murray
followed up their conversation old buildings of historical Addle Gatlin Kendall, Route 2,
with a visit. Danvers became significance, said that he was Puryear, Tenn., Mrs. Burnice
interested in photographing discouraged that a few of the Roy ,Bratton, 207 South 16th St.,
Kentucky's 120 county cour- oldest county courthouses in the Murtay, Connie B. Ford, 723
thouses, he said, "after I saw state—that he had seen in Sycamore Dr., Murray, Oscar
John Patrick's collection of. Patrick's collection—had been Lee Salyer, 807 North 17th St.,
color slides. But my interests torn down in the last few years. Murray, Olive Frederick
5,
were intensified when I bought
Danvers said he was "im- Hutchens (Expired), Route
a copy of Elizabeth Garr's book, pressed by the fact that so many Murray.
"History of Kentucky Cour- of the courthouses in Kentucky
thouses." After a few days of had towers." He mentioned
looking at the photographs, Kentucky's twin courthouses.
Danvers said, "I wanted to see "The Caldwell and Webster
the buildings."
County courthouses are almost
So off Donald Danvers went identical; they are constructed
Michael Palmer, United
on a two week "jaunt," as he the same, they differ only in
m conunittee member
Kingdo
described it. "I started work4 tiny
as
such
details
of UNICEF, says several*Ion the project and gotcsught up reUkcing..:.", he said.
lion children in six West Afriisi it," he said, explaining that
Although he had to limit
can countries face death from
he memorized all the counties himself to "taking pictures of
starvation of disease unless a
and county seats prior to the courthouses only or I wouldn't
massive aid program gets tinto
have
t
wouldn'
trip so he
have finished," there were
der way.
-fiddle with the map so often." some other points of interest in
He says about 90 per cent of
A log was kept of all the color the state that he did
children in these counthe
trip.
the
during
slides taken
photograph. One of which was
affected by the "creeptries,
home
a
Using Georgetown as
in
birthplace
Lincoln's
r" of drought, are
disaste
ing
base, Danvers covered Eastern Hodgenville. Danvers said that
suffering from malnutrition.
cirof
number
a
in
Kentucky
300 miles with picturetaking
UNICEF has launched an urcular routes until about 70 was a good day's work.
gent appeal for food and vacCol. George Chinn, director of
cines to combat cholera, meaHistorical
Kentucky
sles and diphtheria. — CNS
the
Society, said that the quality of
AIT
C 0;1oPs
Danver's slides were excellent.
"We encouraged him to take
With the exception of Haiti,
7 MALIN* Awl.
SW/ DINER•SE DAYS AM(
them and are interested in Bolivia is the poorest country in
i. k0,-0..- 1,
1.3* 05 vp T:re AD•A•110
.14
obtaining a copy of his collec- Latin Arnenca
try LANs Aids ,•• s4••••0
it 41081•
•.1•10013•1100!ISA POOLICAN.
tion for posterita." Chinn said

By Athur B. Lander Jr.
STAMPI,NG GROUND, Ky.—
Donald Danvers has an unusual
hobby—photographing county
courthouses.
It's a hobby that he embraces
with enough enthusiasm to
drive over 3,000 miles in two
weeks, practically non-stop,
photographing all 120 county
courthouses in Kentucky.
"In two weeks, I learned a lot
about Kentucky and met many
friendly people," Danvers said.
"My only regret is that I didn't
Wive a pocketknife that I could
hive traded with the old-timers
Wherever I went in the state,
they were always sitting on the
benches or courthouses steps
telling sotries, chewing tobacco
or trading knives. I wish I could
have joined them," he said.
"They are a big part of my
memory of photographing
Kentucky's county courthouses."
Danvers became interested in
coming to Kentucky many
months ago when he was
listening to a late night radio
program. John Patrick "called
in " from Stamping Ground,
Kentucky and commented over
the air that his hobby was
photographing county courthouses. Danvers, who was
Shreveport,
in
listening
Louisiana, where he teaches
mathematics at Centenary
College, telephoned Patrick and
told him of his similar interests.

Hospital Report

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

You Save
More When
You Shop

9-9 Mon.-Thum
9-10 Friday-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

yotIr
BANKAAIERICARD

At

ROSES

welcome

LUES
OR OUR GREAT VA4-25
*
* Prices Good Mon.-Tues.-Wed., July 23-2

LADIES

HALTER TOPS
2 in 1 Reversible
r One Size r Asst. Colors

Reg. '2.99

When someone youlove is far
way,reach out and touch them
with your voice.
do, dial an

Fashion colors in sizes
petite, medium, tall
and xtra tall.

r Clear Plastic with
Color Trim
r Sturdy Aluminum
Frame

Reg. '1.99

5

2fy100

99

BOYS
JEAN ASST.

West African children
face death by starring

HEARING AIDS
0`.50%0FF

LADIES
PANTY HOSE

DOME
UMBRELLAS

Asst. Styles and Colors
Sizes 8-18

Reg. to

4.96

$j99

BOYS PACKAGED SOCKS
Crew socks with stay-up tops Sizes 6-10'1.
4 Pair to a Package

SATIN LINED

SHOWER CAPS
Reg. 88'
A PACK

44

r 100% Acetate

Reg.

Dial them long distance. And when you
er way to
economy call the One Plus way. There's no cheap
can tirmilasIg distance.

BUNDT
CAKE PAN

EUROPIA

12 Cup large

PRINT MATERIAL

Formed Cake Pan

Polyester Blend
45' Wide

•
$299

87'

Reg. '1.29 a yd.

Asst Colors

THROW PILLOW
ASSORTMENT
Asst. colors & designs
to match any decor.

Reg. '1.99

South Central Bell
Keeping yoi!in touch

VO5 HAIR SPRAY
3 CANS for the Price of 2

Reg. '4.50

yds. for

100% Foam Filled

Reg. '6.94

ALBERTO CULVER

1100

STATION
WAGON PADS
Size 40x70x1

474
00

with Teflon II
Interior

Wipes Clean

A.. Friction Free

CAR MAT
ASSORTMENT
by
Rubbermaid:..:,
Full Front & Rear Sets
Twin Front & Rear Sets
Asst. Colors

Reg. '4.99

TOOL BOX
Heavy Guage Steel
19"x17"x7 1,4"

Reg. '4.99
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Dale McCuiston Stars
In Colt League Play
Two games played in the Colt
League Friday night found Dale
McCuiston .and the Giants
whipping the Tigers 12-4 while
the Braves had little trouble in
defeating the Pirates 9-4.
McCuiston limited the Tigers
to only six hits and fanned nine
batters.
At the plate, McCuiston
slammed a honierun some 300
feet into leftcenter that cleared
the fence.
Timmy Garland doubled for
the only extra basehit for the
Tigers while Lindy Suiter,
McDaniel, Randy
Randy
Herndon, Chris Kurz and David
Carman all had singles.
For the Giants, Andy LitUeton doubled and singled while
McCuiston singled in addition to
his four-bagger.
Fee Dibble uncorked a
double while Tony Boone, Ricky
Starks, Mike Farris, Terry
Turner, Terry Melton and
Dickie Nesbitt all singled for the
Giants.
In the nightcap, Tony Thurmond of the Braves had a nohitter spoiled by a bunt singled

by Ken Grogan of the Pirates.
Thurmand, who experienced
control problems, struck out 16
batters.
Bobby Knight had a pair of
doubled for the Braves while
Dan Foster singled and
doubled. Steve Winchester, Jim
Thomason and Richard Scott all
singled twice.
•
Other hits included a double
by Phil Miller and a double by
Lindy Suiter who played in two
games Friday because the
Braves were a man short in the
nightcap.
One game in the Kentucky
League Friday night found the
Cubs taking a 10-6 decision over
the Cards.

Greg McClure struck out 10
batters for the Cubs while
picking up three singles and
scoring two runs.
Brett Warner had three
singles while Allen Warner
doubled once and singled twice.
Tim Berkley had two singles
for the Cubs while Tommy
Hendon and Gary Eaker each
doubled and Brad Wells and

Mike Rogers each singled.
Warner, Tommy
Allen
Hendon and Brad Wells each
scored twice while Tim Berkley
and Eaker each scored one run.
For the losing Cards, Terry
Smotherman had a pair of
singles while Craig Rogers
belted a homer.
Kelly Rogers and Mike Kurz
both had doubles for the losers
while Dwight McDowell and
Chris Rogers each singled.
McDowell and Craig Rogers
each scored two rums while
Chris Rogers and Mike Kurz
each scored once.
Craig Rogers pickedup 11
strikeouts for the losing Cards.
In tonight's 6 p.m. game, the
Cubs will meet the Reds.

O'Hern Takes The
Title At Paducah

Cardinals Overhaul Cubs
To Take Division Lead

PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — Jin
O'Hern, 35-year-old pro at Bar
mony Landing Country Club ir
Louisville, fired a 4-under-pat
67 Sunday to win the 37th annual Irvin Cobb Golf ChampionBy BRUCE WWITT
ships with a score of 7-under.
ted Press Sports Writer
Associa
tourney
two-day
the
par 135 for
You know that business about
O'Hern, who entered Sunday's play one stroke off the the leader at the All-Star break
first-day pace set by Larry being the team to beat?
Forget it.
Mullen of River Dale, N.J., led
The whole National League
from the first hole Sunday.
is one big bunch of teams
an
East
by
aided
was
score
s
O'Hern'
to beat...Euid no two teams
eagle two on the fifth hole.
Brown Cullen of Hunting know it better than the high-flyCreek Club in Louisville, Carl ing St. Louis Cardinals and
Owen of Jeffersontovrn, Ky., nosediving Chicago Cubs. And
and Greg Powers of Nashville, consider this, too: the New
Tenn., tied for second place at York Mets are dead last—but
1 garnes out of first.
just 7,
140.
The Cards, who started the
In the amateur division, Bill
Mathews of St. Louis fired a season as though they'd spend
two-under par 14e to win the it in the basement, have won
title, followed by Jimmy Jack- seven of their last 10 games.
And the Cubs, who a few weeks
son of Kirkwood Mo., at 141.
ago seemed to have the flag
wrapped up, have dropped nine
of their last 10.
St. Louis took possession of
first place by half a game Sun-

Ashe And Connors To
Play Finals Tonight

day with a three-run rally in
the eighth inning for a 5-4 victory over West Division leader
Los Angeles—not too long after
the Cubs had fallen victim to a
three-run rally in the 13th inning that gave the San Francisco Giants a 4-1 triumph.
In the rest of the National
League, the Pittsburgh Pirates
swept a doubleheader from San
Diego, 3-1 and 13-7; the Philadelphia Phillies took two from
Atlanta, 6-5 and 5-1; the Cincinnati Reds blanked Montreal 6-0
and the Mets downed Houston
3-2.
Giants 4, Cubs 1
Ace Ferguson Jenkins pitched
12 innings of four-hit ball—one
of the hits a Dave Kingman
homer that tied the game in the
.eighth inning.
Then Bob Locker took over,
the Giants loaded the bases and
Gary Thomasson singled for a
pair of runs. Bobby Bonds applied the icing with a sacrifice

Twilight Golf Will Be
Held At Club Tuesday

fly that made it 4-1.
Pirates 3-13, Padres 1-7
Willie Stargell and Dave
Parker keyed Pittsburgh's 3-1,
13-7 sweep of the Padres. Stargell decided the opener with a
two-run double, then belted his
29th and 30th homers of the
season, tops in the majors, in
the nightcap. Parker slammed
a solo homer in the opener and
kicked in with two doubles and
a single in the finale.
Plias 6-5, Braves 5-1
The Phillies took advantage
of Atlanta's club-record seven
errors to down the Braves 5-1
after unleashing a 13-hit assault
beaded by Bill Robinson and
Willie Montanez to take the
first game 6-5.
Reds 6, Expos 0
Jack Billingham's 6-0 six-hit
victory, his sixth shutout, was
dimrned by the kiss of the
Reds' All-Star shortstop, Dave
Concepcion, who suffered a dislocated ankle in the seventh in-

rung.
Johnny Bench hit a home run
to ignite a four-run fourth inning that carried the Reds over
the Expos.
Meta 3, Astros 2
With Wayne Garrett on second base and Bud Harrelson on
first, the Mets pulled off a
double steal against the Astros
in the seventh inning.
Then Garrett broke for home
and Tom Seaver, the batter,
dumped a perfect suicide
squeeze bunt that gave New
York the winning run in the 3-2
squeaker over the Astros.
In the American League, it
was Chicago 4, New York 2 in
the first game of a twinbill and
the Yankees 2, White Sox 0 in
the finale; Minnesota 10, Boston 7; Kansas City 7, Milwaukee 5; Oakland 5, Cleveland
2; Baltimore 8, California 2,
and Texas 4, Detroit 3 in 10 innings.
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Rick Wise To Start
For National League

Gene Littler Edges Crampton
To Win St Louis Tournament

Mystery Team Is Set For
Collision With Dolphins

play the next one lefthanded
and put it in a trap.
He also bogeyed the seventh
and Littler birdied it, hitting an
iron within two yards of the
cup. It was another two-stroke
swing and Trevino was out of
it.
Here are the final-round
scores and money winnings:
Gene Littler
66-66-68-68-268
$42,000
Bruce Crampton
71-66-65-67-269
$23,940
Lee Trevino
69-64-66-72-271
$11,130
Bob Goalby
65-88-67-71-211
$11,130
Bert Yancey
68-69-68-66-271
$11,130
Mike Wynn
67-69-87-69-272
$6,279
Jim Ferriell
67-67-70-68-272
$6,279
Tom Watson
72-67-66-67-272
$6,279
Hubert Green
70-68-67-67-272
$8,279
Tom Shaw
73-63-69-67-272
$6,279

OUR 1943MODEL

Duane Thomas Reports To The
Redskins To Turn Over Leaf

CLEARANCE SALE
STARTS TODAY!!

McKay, in another departure
from the past, didn't have any
scrimmages
Miami's
of
scouted.
"I'm not worried about
Miami," said McKay, "I worry
about my team. They're not going to do anything differently.
Winners don't change. It's the
losers who change every five
seconds."
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unable tO piny. The last time
the All-Stars won was 10-17
over Green Bay in 1963. The
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Cepeda Moves Up
BOSTON(AP)— Orlando Cepeda, salvaged from baseball's
scrap pile by the Boston Red
Sox after the American League
adopted the designated hitter
rule, continues to move up on
the list of the game's all-time
great sluggers.
Cepeda, barely able to run
because of bad knees, hit his
14th homer of the season Sunin a 10-7 lass to the Minnesota Twins. It gave him .51.
runs batted in this season and
1,312 for his major league career. He broke out of a tie with
Mickey Vernon for 29th place
on the all-time RBI list.
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Duel Meet With
Russia Set To Open

YOU can
afford a Miles home

HERE'S WHY

ACV
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•4
11114
-.....1111.311.

Address
Crty. State, bp

MILES_

•

125 E. short, Lexington, .ve in your area
There is a Miles local representati
WE HELP YOU TO HELP
— YOURSELF

Big M Club
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7:30
at
t
tonigh
weekly meeting
p.m.in the Carr Health Building
.at Murray. State University.
"ltrYtternters are urget
attend this important meeting
concerning the solicitation of
football tickets

Car oftheYear:
Ford.
Time oftheYear:
Clearance.

Don't miss your Ford Dealer's Clearance Sale.
It's the right time to check all the extras that
aren't extra in a Ford. They're standard. Things
like 351-cu. in. V-8 power, Cruise-O-Matic transmission, power front disc brakes, power steering.
Plus Ford's famous quiet ride. So sisit your Ford
Dealer. And while you're there, check the Thunderbirds, Torinos, Mavericks, Mustangs and
Pintos he has in stock. Remember, your Ford
Dealer's prices have been fronn. That means
they can't be raised. But
that doesn't mean they.
can't be lowered!

Security for you and our
passengers: side-door Steel
Guard Rails. standard.

s

Power steering, the convenience feature
that's in all big Fords, standard.

%"-'4411111. Nit

o I
;
Ar
!

Road Test Magazine
named the 1973 Ford
"( ar of the Year."

P p N 02 I
SelectShift f'ruiseO-Matic transmission,
standard.

Ford LTD Brougham
2-Door Hardtop

Energy -Absorbing Bumper
System, standard.

4iimaa

a

---•---- • 381-no.-ii.- 2V-- V4
maim.standard.
lasgni

Ford's famous Front Room,
full-length door armrest, plush
eolor-ke.)ed carpeting, standard.

Proeeetive inner fenders
that help fight rust and
corrosion. sta flitsrd.

Power front disc brakes
for safe, sure stops,
standard.

The closer you look,the better we look.
Corner of 7th & Main

Murray, Ky.

FORD

FORD DIVISION

An_ ..t•
Phone 753-5273
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THE ALCOHOLIC

Withdrawal pain
is real nightmare
By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service
Dear Bob:
What's all this "malarkey"
about sophisticated treatment
for alcoholics? Any alcoholic
can stop drinking if he really
wants to.
Disgusted
to

of
CONTINENTAL BRIDGE — Superstructure
,
32,000,000 bodge over Bosporus Strait links Istanbul
I ALSO REACEMBET THE
STROLLER THAT MOM 05E2 TO
PUSH ME IN,AND I REMEMBER
THE PARK 41E'D AliciAil5 6010...

BLONDIE

in Asia with Europe in foreground. It is first'
surface physical link between Europe and Asia.
REtilEA413ES now FIRST RIPE
ON A BUS AND. THE FIRST TIME
I EVER RODE AN ESCALATOR

CALM DOWN, DEAR I'LL
DRY IT OLIT *AYH MY IRON

BE CAREFUL YtDU'RE.
ScoacHiNG 714E BASEBALL
SCORES

BEATLE BAILEY
•
WANHA
BOWLING 7

NANCY

ONLY

NAGER•
T MA
NIGHApply
In Person
JERRY'S
Hazel Highway
WANTED ONE experienced
WANTED SOMEONE to do yard clean up man, must be good and
work. Phone 753-8301 or 753J23C reliable. Phone 753-3677 between
8528.
6:00 and 9:00 p.m. any night. J24C
WANTED SOMEONE to do MAIDS WANTED. Apply in
ironing and light housework. person to Regal 8 Inn, 517 South
Phone 753-3683 or 753-8301. J23C 12th Street, next to Jerry's. J26C

WANTED
SUB-CONTRACTOR
DRY WALL
Homes is accepting bids for Dry Wall

Jim Walter
work. If you are an experienced Dry Wall subcontractor, have your own crew, tools and transportation, apply to
Jim Walter Homes
For full details apply to or call collect
Gene Garrett
Phone 442-5479
2893 S. Beltline, Paducah

WANTED
TRACTORS
FRAMING SUB-CON
adequate crew, tools and tran-

If you have an
sportation.
Jim Walter Homes
have
has sub-contract work available for you. We
plenty of work in all areas.
For more information apply to or call collect....
Gene Garrett
Phone 442-5479
2093 S. Beltline, Paducah
AUTO BODY Combination Men
with experience needed im,1 per cent
mediately. We pay 47,
of a 89.00 per hour labor rate.
plan,
sharing
Profit
hospitalization and life insurance. Plenty of work—Our
business is booming and we're
expanding our big body shop. Call
or see Bud Zimmer, manager at
(219) 288-3831, Don Medow
Pontiac Body Shop, 1900 Lincolnway East, South Bend, InJ27C
diana 46613.

*
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HELP WANTED

Vietnamese Officials To Visit In Kentucky

1 THE PHANTOM

THIS IS MY FAVORITE
ICE-CREAM
PARLOR

Dear Disgusted:
Alcoholics have gained a
reputation — not deserved —
for being weak-willed. A common belief is that an alcoholic
drinks because he likes to
drink.
In fact, the strength of his
resolve has little to do with the
compulsion to drink. Any alcoholic would crave alcohol
even if he disliked the taste of
alcohol.
Alcohol is a form of drug
addiction, and, like other
forms, involves changes in the
chemistry of the body that
lead to physical and psychological dependence. Upon
withdrawal, the alcoholic becomes subject to real, not
imagined, pain.
Depending on severity of
the case, the alcoholic can be
subjected to a nightmarish
range of discomfort such as
extreme nervousness, leg and
arm cramps, stomach pains,
night "sweats," nausea,dizziness, hallucinations, uncontrollable trembling, convulsive seizures, ( similar to epileptic attacks) and delirium
tremens, which can be fatal if
untreated.
Considering that relief
comes with alcohol, one can
readily understand why an alcoholic would be unable to
simply "stop drinking" without help.
An equally difficult problem

is the alcoholic's psychological dependence.
He feels an overwhelming
need to drink in order to cope
with his problems, even
though he knots that his
drinking may have destructive consequnces on his
health, job, arrest record,
marriage and family.
So the alcoholic not only
needs help to stop drinking
He also needs help to find a
way to be comfortable without
drinking.
Bob
Dear Mr. Scott:
How many alcoholics are on
skid row?
Social Consciousness
Dear Social Consciousness.
Although the "alcoholic"
sometimes brings to mind a
reeling, rheumy-eyed derelict, few alcoholics fit that description.
About 97 per cent of our alcoholics lead responsible lives
in respectable communities.
As a group, the alcoholic
population is indistinguishable, representing both sexes,
a variety of ages, and every
race, creed and calling.
In numbers, they add up to
an estimated 10 million people.
The alcoholics on skid row
comprise less than 3 per cent
of the skid row population and
represent, for the most part,
alcoholics who have suffered
the progressive aspects of
their disease.
Bob Scott can be reached at
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Hospital, 401 South Tustin
Ave., Orange, Calif. 92666
(Telephone 714-633-95821.
(Copyright, 1973, Copley
News Service and Beverly
Enterprises.)
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Call
753-1916

•••••I
•••
Call
753-1916

Sell it With A Classified Ad
•
••#•••

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
It EN1ANA SHORES-Lary
wooded lots for sale-as little as
$895 with $10 down & 810 per
month-central water-lake accessall weather streets. From New
Concord drive North East on 444
five miles and follow Keniana
July 25C
signs to offire.

experienced
t be good and
-3677 between
fly night. J24C

D. Apply in
Inn, 517 South
Jerry's. J26C

sEli% ICES Oil ElthIli

Another View

KE.I.I.\''S TERMITE and Pest
Control, Phone 753,1914 100 South
13th Street, :'Every day you
delay lets bugs have their
TFC
way "

ICIE11 V@
wog1--1Y CHURCH Op

ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
gutters. We cover all exposed
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
enamel aluminum siding. All
aluminum .gutters and down
spouts. Free estimates. Phone
August8C
753-8783

Vacation

$10.00 DOWN and $10.00 per
month will buy a large wooded lot
at Keniana Shores. Lake accesscentral water-all weather
streets. Phone 436-2473 or 436August9NC
5320.
fag.

MON

255 ACRE farm, completely
fenced and half in permanent
pasture with two bedroom
modern all electric home. For
Sale by owner. Now accepting
bids. Phone 901-247-5571 after 5:30
p.m. Reserve right to reject any
J23C
or all bids.

.Papering
•Painting
•Paneling
•Ceiling Tile
Complete Home
Remodeling
FREE ESTIMATES

JULY
23 24 25 26 27

foe'I

"1115

Bill Houghton

WI$S

753-0961
FOR SALE

1 ,,1; '01 I

I OR sALE
INVE-STMENT

Let extra income make payments on an extremely nice
home. On main floor are three bedrooms, 1'2 baths,
formal living and dining rooms, large paneled family
room, complete kitchen with birch cabinets and family
eating space, extra large utility room with cabinets and
walk in closet. Central air and heat. Near campus. Walk in
basement has 6 rental rooms, completely furnished. Out
of state owner will sacrifice this lovely home below cost
Phone 436-5475.

SPECIAL 14 H.P. John Deere
lawn and garden tractor with
number 48 mower. Regular
$1965.00. Through July or while
supply lasts $1695.00. Murray
August8C
Supply, 753-3361.
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
rug specialist that adjusts to any
carpet. New and used vacuums
r7
ration
753.47uo
r demonst
Fotor
Kirbysale. ibu
for
ur local
phone Mike Hutchens, your
.
Jul31C
0359.

10' x 10' TB %11.F.Ii: 10' x V)*
trailer; 5 H.P. air compressor,.
10" metal lathe with three chuck
and loaded with accessories; on
10" ton press, hand operated; onel•
kt" drill press with stand; twat
used air conditioners; severat
squirrell cage electric fans,,
different sizes; also many items,:
J24Ct
Dill Electric.
!!
condition. phone 753.1165.
GIRL'S BICYCLE, 24", Goo&
J24C

1967 GMC tractor, 8500 series,
PEST CONTROL
ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
OFFERED
THE OWE Shoppe. Furniture
ICE:S
SERV
motor, new tires. A-1 connew
FOR
RENT
x
56'
Concord
10'
New
repair and sale.
MOBILE HOME,
stripping and repairs. 1301 Main,
LILE REAL ESTATE
dition. $2200.00 or best offer. Alm;
cond,
air
August9C
,
carpite
control
753-8114.
Monarch
pest
phone
in
Road,
best
THE
FOR
AUCTION
next to the Dairy Queen. Phone
TWO bedrooms, three
color 1972 Cadillac, four door hardtop;
AURORA, KY 474-2717
service and termite control call DUPLEX,of
August24C ditioned, electric heat,
753-8240.
on Highway
Murray
east
miles
, loaded,$4795.00. Phone 753n
furniture
America
TV., early
Superior Exterminating CornJ24C
MO. Phone 7534998 or 7538498.
or
753.73.58
Phone
s.
TFC
two
bedroom
gs:
753-7266.
pany,
evenin
Now on Friday
J30C
6231.
FOR YOUR building needs- 753-5191.
J23C
MOBILE HOME 12' x 60', four
remodeling additions, new or old,
bedrooms, set 'up on nice shady
QUEEN SIZE bed, 835.00. Phone
FOR LEASE
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
large or small jobs. Call 753lot. Has city water, in country.
If you spent your vacation
J24C
753-0428.
Ward
mery
Montgo
with
25C
July
ranch
J23C
house. Two bedroom
7955.
Phone 753-6110.
painting the woodwork and
BUSINESS BUILDING at 403 attached garage, wall air conChestnut
1103
windows on your brick
1972 RANGER bass boat with a
Sale Wednesday only
Chestnut Street. Phone 753ditioner, large utility room.
WATER FRONT large lot, a
home, we can completely
WILL DO barn painting and
10 percent OM all Returned
1972 140 H.P. Mercury outboard,
J27C Walking distance to university
3054.
choice area. Phone 436-2427 after
cover all wood with
Goods
commercial spraying. Rusty
Lowrance locator, Super Motor
Open till 7 00 p m
and grade school. Phone 753J25NC
7p.m.
aluminum that never has to
roofs a speciality. Phone 753-0400
Guide trolling motor, heavy duty
J24P
4661.
year
30
a
has
It
be painted.
August 13C
AUTOS FOR SALE
or 382-2299.
low profile trailer, and all other
COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
guarantee. We sell and
accessories-. 1709 Audubon, phone
70
with
UT
H.P.
15
RUNABO
or
oqe
HED
FURNIS
fireplugs. Extra large. High and Watch this award-winning
Install all types of siding.
cylinder, , NEATLY
six
Service.
753-7154 or 7534635. Wilk finance
G-1965,
MUSTAN
REPAIR
c
washer
automati
Also
JOHN'S
Mercury.
two bedroom apartment, cardry after rains. $3500.00. Phone program at
J28C
ctrical-roofing and and dryer and chain saw. All in with acceptable credit.
speed. Mechanically sound.1
g-ele
three
Plumbin
May
ed.
condition
August8C
air
and
Channel!?
Sam Harris 753-8061
J2.1C peted
days or good condition. Phone 436753-5897
Phone
y
6325.00. Phone 753-7827.
carpentr
Control,
Pest
be seen at Kelly's
TEC 5366
Brouoht to yOU by
75.3-7625 nights
SCHNNUZERS,
J23C MINI %TURF;
After 6:00 p.m.
located 100 South 13th Street.J23C
THREE BEDROOM house. Also RONALD VY BESMEAR Special Agent
con51 2 weeks old. Non shed coats.
T-1968
WILDCA
BUICK
electric stove, refrigerator, 711 Mein SL
J23P
* FREE ESTIMATE *
vertible. Phone 753-7490.
TOY POODLES, AKC registered, Ideal with children. Melody-Ayre
LARGE TWO bedroom apartliving room suite and television. NORTI4WE STERN
per
7 weeks old. Phone 753-9869. J23P Kennels Phone 901-232-8327 or
ment, towards lake. $75.00
J23P MUTUAL LIFE •
1616 Main Street.
FOR SALE
.I27NC
142-1930_
PANEL TRUCK-1957 GMC and month. Also furnished small
MILWAUKEE
le. house, $65.00 per month. Phone ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
motorcyc
i
Kawasak
250cc
1973
EsED THREE ton Wright chain
TWO NEW modern duplex
J23C Houses trimmed-cabinets- M AKE BEATEN down carpet hoist. $75.00. Phone 753-4434. .124C TRAVEL TRAILER-29' Holiday
Must sell by August. Phone 753- 753-7671 or 753-8333.
ling
-remode
rs
houses, central heat and air,
tops-doo
formica
Rambler. Air conditioner, shag
J23P
nap at doorways bright and fluffy
00000000000000oe 9761.
carpeted, paneling, modern ro00,00,
specialist. Quality workmanship. again with Blue Lustre. Big K,
loaded. Phone 753-0542
carpet,
home,
ranch
LARGE BRICK
If You
IRLSH SETTER puppies, ARC28
Augustl1NC
appliances. Both on nice lots in
Phone 753-0790.
after 6:00 p.m. Monday through
.I
Center
Shopping
Belaire
kitchen,
built-in
with
s,
speed
bedroom
four
three
972,
CAPRI-1
Plus
All
registered, ten weeks old.
Westwood Subdivision.
AugustIC
Thursday.
Miss
stereo tape. Also 1969 Pontiac wall to wall carpeting, drapes,
shots and wormed. Champion
extras. Phone 7534449 after 6:00
e,
do
At4th
Sycamor
SIGNS.
campus.
HANNA
from
air
P-o blocks
J27C
Catalina,four door sedan with
bloodlines. Phone 753-4825. J23C SALE THOMAS A. Edison au
p.m.
Please Phone
J24C 1971 TRIUMPH 650cc motorconditioning. Phone 489-2187.J24C tractive terms available to 9:00a.m. -5:00p.m.
conditioners. 10,000 BTU, $184.25.
Good
.
cycle. Low Mileage
Your
couple who will manage six
•••••
MUST SELL or rent 12' x 60' 17,000 BUT, $233.00. Roby Sales,
.125C
753-2217.
Phone
.
condition
building
of
rear
in
FOR SALE
DRESS MAKING and alterations
CHEVROLET-1938 antique rental rooms
mobile home with central heat Highway 68, Benton, KenHamilten. Phone 436by Owner
in my home. Phone 436August21C
pickup. Will sell or trade for boat 1626
air. Double insulated, and tucky.
and
with
tractor
C'halmer
J24C 5525.
August21C WD
Large 9-bedroom brick binice.
.
Very
and motor. $900.00 value, Phone 5479.
windows
storm
9'x12:
set of breaking plows. Also
• level home, fully carpeted
See at 641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel
Rex at 753-0374, or can be seen at
braided rug Phone 753-7456..128P Willing to sacrifice.
&
NG
If No Results:
PLUMBI
ENTS,
APARTM
ROUGH
; with 2 full baths, paneled
HED
HighSCARBO
FURNIS
August1C puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish
Thweatt's Service Station,
Riviera Courts.
J26C living room, kitchen, bathroom Electric Complete pump repair
; kitchen-dining room, living
way 641 north.
Phone
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753TWO PARTY garage sale,
and shower and bath. One or two service. Let us check your old
; room, large family room
July 24NC
entitled to be 9457.
BULL
and
26
ANGUS
July
Friday.
and
y
Thursda
BELAIR-1968, bedrooms. Zimmerman Apart- pump foc„ you before you buy a
• and utility room, plenty of
LET
600
CHEVRO
about
Weight
d.
July
,
registere
Saturday
p.m.,
•
27, 1:00-5:00
t storage, and cupboard
power steering, tinted ments, South 16th Street, 753- new one. 24 hour emergency
J23C GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
Before 5:00 p.m., four door,
28, 9:00 a.m.4:00 p.m. Furniture. pounds. Phone 753-7791.
July 28C service. Phone 751P-;space 2,146 sq. ft. of living
glass, factory air, 327 automatic, 6609.
seamlLss gutters, installed per
bedroom
size
king
g
includin
Avomit21C
Then
5543.
headyour specifications. Call Larry
vinyl roof. $900.00. Phone 753maple
size
KING
shop
NEW
es,
applianc
suite, small
SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
• _ _
area.932.000
- 3533, and
bikes. board, $20.00. Phone 753-3683 Lyles at 753-2310 for free
toys,
p.m.
and
games
5:30
tools,
After
Phone 753-7819
furnished, private entrance, air
J23C estimate.
TFC
AND breaking insulators, clothing. etc. 1600 after 5:00p.m.
••••••••••••••+a***
rator BUSHHOGGING
Until 6:30 p.m.
AUSTIN HEALEY-1962. Great conditioned, refrige
Hale's
.128C
Lovens,
Hanton
Drive.
Keenland
gardens
pia\IILIWWIWIWWM\\Way
engine. Hardtop, new paint. Zimmerman Apartments, South Trailer Court, north side of
PEN TAX spot matic with 1.4
26C
July
753-6609.
Phone
16th.
p.m.
7535:00
Phone
after
new.
Phone 7534423
lens. Like
J23P
, driveway against trailer.
1972 HONDA 750cc, extended 50mm
J23C
J24C
after 5:00p.m.
NOTICE
•
TWO BEDROOM brick home,
front end and headers. Extra 7770
J23C
carpet, drapes, built-in oven and PAINTING-INTERIOR and clean. Phone 753-9502.
$350.00.
camper,
TOW TRAILER
PONTIAC BONNEVILLE-1970, range. Attached garage and city exterior. Also dry wall finishing.
Fox Meadows
R.Y
W. EARV Eco
four door hardtop, automatic, water. Nice country home with Reasonable rates. Phone Tom SEARS 8,000 BTU air con- Can be seen at B-11
J23C ditioner. Phone 753-0746.
J23P Trailer Court. Phone 753new tires, shocks and brakes. garden for couple only. Located 9 Wells 753-0305.
LUMBER
J23C A:
0791.
$1900.00. See at 1109 Fairlane miles north of Murray on HighPu
ear, Tenn.
man
D
RETIRE
Drive in Circarama Subway 641. $135.00 a month. Phone DISABLED
GAS RANGE-new Tappan. Also
J23NC 436-5479.
BABY BED, double drop sides.
J24C ' wants job in kitchen, full or part used gas range. Phone 753division.
play
J26C white, $20.00. Folding mesh
Cleaner that you purtime( days only). Phone 7530727.
If you have a Kirby Vacuum
back VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe StoreHigh
$15.00.
40",
x
40"
pen,
J23P
Factory
Kirby
VEGA-1971, green, with factory FURNISHED APARTMENT.'7851.
chased in 1968 or before, call your local
car seat, $6.50. Baby Western Store and Shoe Repair.
of '
factory
about
Representative
LYCOMBING AIR boat, 125 H.P. sports
air, 30,000 miles. In excellent very nice. One bedroom, lots
Distributor
with long skirt and Now open at their new location
liner
basket
1973.
Tenn
28,
All
on
Contact
GE
July
closets.
le.
R-LOD
big
after
reasonab
TIMBE
Very
condition. Phone 753-0412. J28C cabinets and two
replacement Offer void
753-3713. J23C on Arcadia, off 641 North, across
Phone
83.50.
pad,
le,
Howard Brandon,753-4383. J23C
electric and adjacent to M.S.0 Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springvil
752
753-0
from Central Shopping Casor
359
753-0
Call
FORD FALCON-1965, needs campus. Couples only. Phone 753- Tennessee, will build complete
A lOOLS2, excellent ter.
YAMAH
1972
only
at
J23C
on
starting
ANCE
es,
CLEAR
fireplac
SUMMER
transmission. Best offer. Phone 3805.
$350.00 or trade for car
$695.00. Selection of stones Brother sewing machines. Model condition.
J27C
753-0494.
Pest
Phone 75315' FIBERGLASS runabout, 55
value.
and
equal
of
E
andi
KELLY'S TERMIT
FURNISHED HOUSE
available. Satisfaction I381-regular $79.95, sale price
J23P H.P. Evinrude motor, 1969 model MUSIC
6341.
ty
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
universi
901-593Near
$99.95,
Phone
lar
ed.
nts.
621-regu
guarante
apartme
$44.49. Model
with Moody trailer. $800.00.
TFC sale price $63.56. Model 75113th Street,"every day you delay MERCEDES- BENZ-1961, 190. Newly decorated. Boys or girls 3534.
calves. Phone Phone 4924149.
J24C
PIANO TUNING -Repair lets bugs have their way." Aug4C Nice car Good condition. Phone Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669. July
price $95.47. B \BY JERSEY
sale
$139.95,
regular
.125C
753-0150.
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser.128C 24C
Tennof
sale
753-8124.
GE
$159.95,
lar
R-LOD
761-regu
TIMBE
Model
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
TRAVEL TRAILER, 24' seff
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville. price $114.37. Roby Sales, HighBELTONE FACTORY fresh contained. Can be seen at Thpianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, WINNER OF free fabric last
THREE BEDROOM house, 10'2. Tennessee will do your stone way 68, Benton, KenOPPORTUNITY
batteries for.all make weatt's Service Station, Highway
Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753South 12th Street. $110.00 per work. Large selections of stone. tucky.
Murray Singer BUSINESS
August23C hearing aid
TFC week at your
Wallis Drugs. .125C 641 North. Phone Rex 743aids.
INC
hearing
8911.
753-4434.
Phone
month.
Parks,
TFC
Bessie
Phone 901-593-3534.
,Sewing Center was
BUTOR WANTED to
DISTRI
324P
0374.
Murray.
Drive,
Dogwood
SEAMLESS GUTTERING, white
service "Walt Disney Products" FURNISHD
ANNAH'S husband HectorAPARTMENT
H
WANT TO BUY
free
week's
this
needs
for
never
now
finish,
Register
enamel
. High earnings! Income
so he cleans the USED RIDINCi -mowers, 439.95
$110.00 per month, utilities in- FOR ALL your additions,
.125C accounts
Phone hates hard work
fabric.
over $1,000 per month possible! cluded. Couples preferred. 710 remodeling, residential or painting. Free estimate.
Blue Lustre. Rent and up Murray Supply, phone
with
WANT TO BUY used furniture,
rugs
or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter
es.
Inventory necessary $3,290 to Poplar,ask for Betty.
,125C commercial. New or old. Free 753-8407
shampooer $1 Kwik-Pik 753-3361.
any condition, no applianc
August8C
August23C electric
Murray.
23C
Service,
July
Martin
Mr
collect
Call
.1281'
start!
753-8378.
Phone
Market. 1.'ive Points
TFC
753-6123.
s.
Call
estimate
J24P
243-1981.
- - -- BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY (214)
SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one Piece
TWO 1973 Honda Trail 70's, low
WANTED TO RENT
TE STEPPING stones tub, $172.50, white and colors.
CONCRE
Service.
ITH
LOCKSM
ROY'S
n.
conditio
t
excellen
mileage,
WANT TO BUY good used 26"
TFC
and concrete...splash _blocA. Murray Supply,753Phone Paris,542-6551.
Also two helmets with shields and
RESPONSIBLE FAMILY, 15
SALES POSITION
bicycle. Phone 753-3570 after 4:00
Murray Lumber Company. 104 3361.
August8C
J24NC
motorcycle trailer. Phone 753year pld daughter, 19 year old
With a present and a future
.125(1'
p.m.
SHING &
Maple Street.
S
REFINI
JERRY'
North
919
at
seen
home
1419 or can be
son, desire three bedroom
Three men-exceptional opportunity
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles 18th Street
SPECIAL 34-x32" one piece
J23C
r
Possession August 25. Phone
To qualify, must have car, good educational and characte
WANT TO BUY three or four
641.
Hwy.
on
of
Murray
South
fiberglass shower stalls. Special
highly
TV
towers
Don
alert,
write
or
ve,
442-4622
aggressi
city
be
Paducah
background. Bondable. Must
bedroom house in or near
2-(502)49
y
o
c
t
f
i
r
e
l
.
owner
White and colors. Murray
$112.00.
ioutyour
Antennas
,
tkt
&
Paducah
Reed, 2500 Harrison,
sociable, ambitious and responsible. If you are selected
limits. Will be in Murray August 5
TFC
August8C
1637:
Supply, 753-3361.
lent
Ever
Prices
,
weeks
.128'
oawest
I
two
rlf:Dtr
complete
a
given
y.
P.O.
be
Kentuck
will
Write
You
17.
secure'
future is
through August
Center
Service
paid
TV
s
J23C
Expense
Tenn
,
.
759.4183
Nashville
, Phone
sales training program in
Box 128, Jackson,Ohio
R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
while
Central Shopping Center
HANDMADE QUILTS, four-new.
August1C
Guaranteed income to start at up to $100000 a month
SERVICES °ITER ED
45640
and
Business
ed.
work
guarante
753-586.5
Very reasonably priced. Phone
Phone
given every
are
boat
salesmen
Our
field.
Whaler
the
in
trained
being
residential. Free estimates. 1972-14' BOSTON
J23C
positions
7534127.
ent
managem
P
H
key
to
motor. 40
opportunity for advancement
Phone day or night Mayfield 247- with trolling
Line
Paris
and
motor
Equal opportunity employer
Johnson
TFC
7201.
job 1973 HONDA 750 motorcycle.
J24C 14' OUACHITA aluminum
U I .1.DOZE.R WORK: trucking
trailer. Phone 436-2245.
.Johnson motor. Excellent condition. 11,000' miles.
P
H
10
THIS PHONE CALL CAN CHANGE YOUR LIFE!!!!
boat.
and
diet
also bank gravel, fill
WILL DO trash and brush
I.ine trailer. $.100.00
CALL COLLECT FOR APPOINTMENT NOW!
Phone 715S014.or 7116734. .11SC •
topsoil. Phone Hardin,354-8131a hauling.fleasonabletrateste 1971 YAMAHA 250 MX, febuilt Paris
Pontoon boat, completely rebuilt,
new
,o,.
(
TV
p.m.
.00
s:ancLrh.a
.351.-116.1.after.5.
iperriew-tir'e
TFC
-753.913...
-tosecterierut-tronni6n1 -built - wit
• TITCTICK
•
sprocket and cables. Also styrofoarn, $500.00. Phone 753436Phone
new.
PADUCAH. KY.
like
Just
hours.
LY
395CARPETS PROFESSIONAL
.1214C 5366.
J25C
443-8751
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank motorcycle trailer. Phone
5 00 p m
J24P 9349 after
steam cleaned Phone Carpet installation. Phone 753-7850. TE(' 4264.
p.m.
6
and
a.m.
9
between
25
&
.luly 23,24,
TEC
Master 489-2504.
•
_
.
_
.
2 bedroom Mobile Home I X 42
Large Lot Only $4,000.

"60 Minutes"

imbination Men
:e needed im2 per cent
/
ay 471
tour labor rate.
plan,
ring
and life inof work-Our
ming and we're
g body shop. Call
ner, manager at
, Don Medow
Shop, 1900 LinSouth Bend, InJ27C
SALE

offer for sale
P.M. the real
Dperty to the
ated on HighMurray, Kenton. Located
s real estate
some five (
fcl by a fence.
gether to the
enty per cent
irchase price
!date of sale.
f sale and the
pection of the
assiter. This
location and
N, INC.

E FOR SALE

ir bedroom brick
arge living room,
ghout, two baths,
le 753-1694. If no
3-8580 after 4:00
J27C
KY Lake; four
;, 2 baths, large
mg area, breakace, central heat
lock, large patio.
e 436-5574. J27C
on Sycamore
.e to new high
Phone 751-9174 or
.I25C
10p.m.

• •.
IMES'
AND

ng
it's ideal for
g cribs, out25 cents each

mes

Aluminum
Siding

Phone 498-8886

Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

•L

753-7278

DUST
SAWand
SLA Bo S

* ATTENTION'*

Kirby Vacuum Owners

•
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Mrs. Presson's
Father Expires

On Abortion Ruling

Henry Erwin
Dies Sunday
At Hospital

•

11111111rr.. •

I

Legislator Says It Would Be
Dangerous To Defy High Court

Terry' Lee Taylor, father of
Mrs. Alta V. Presson of Murray,
died Saturday at 12:45 a.m. at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was 75 years of
age and a resident of Paducah
Route Eight.
Funeral services are being
held today at one p.m. at the
Mrs. Annie Cox Dumfries,
Rev. L.W. Carlin officiating.
Burial will be in the Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens.
A native of Mississippi, he
came to Paducah in 1927 from
Water Valley, Miss. He was a
member of a Mississippi
Baptist Church and the
Boilermakers Local as well as
the Masonic Lodge 121.
Mr. Taylor, a retired
boilermaker, had been with the
Illinois Central ind Gulf
Railroad for 41 years.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Grace Taylor; two sons,
William H. Taylor, Paducah
and Terry Louis Taylor, Jasper,
Term.; five daughters, Mrs.
Alta Y. Presson, Murray, Mrs.
Luda Mae Johnson, Reidland;
Mrs. Lura Brian, Ledbetter;
Lindsey Funeral Home with
Virginia, and Mrs. Daisy Me-.
Daniel, Paducah; one brother,
Ulton Taylor, Pontotoc, Miss.;
four sisters, Mrs. Vera Welles,
Thaxton, Miss., Mrs. Mary Opal
Bevil, Thaxton, Mrs. Wayne
Hunter, Thaxton and Mrs.
Daisy Doan, Lobelville, Tenn.;
13 grandchildren, and six great
grandchildren.

risk of having it declared un- code would be prettied for the
By SY RAMSEY
constitutional and leaving us 1974 session in time for public
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — A with no law at all on the man- comment.
Henry Erwin of 628 Ellis
be
The 1972 legislature approved
legislator who heads the Penal ner in which abortions may
Drive, Murray, died Sunday at
document but deCode Study Committee says it performed in Kentucky," Molo- the massive
9:20 a.m, at the Murrayation until July
most
implement
be
would
layed
"That
said.
He
ney
tha
for
Hospital.
dangerous
County
be
would
Calloway
1974.
."
dangerous
SWnext legislature to defy the
was gi years of age.
On the. other major conOrdinarily common law takes
preme Court on the abortion
The deceased was a retired
specifin the code, capital
a
of
troversy
absence
the
in
the
over
of
employee
ce
ruling
maintenan
said
t, Moloney said one
senator
punishmen
the
but
statute,
ic
County
D-LexingSen Mike Moloney)
Murray -Calloway
of the committee has
ton, made the remark during one of the "quirks" of the penal questions
Hospital. He was a member of
Dr. Frank Rickman
com- been tentatively answered.
an interview, noting that he de- code is the abolition of all
the Martin's Chapel United
waiting
was
of
favor
committee
in
The
crimes
law
the
mon
of
oided
and
Methodist Church
•fended the state's now-v
statistics to inabortion statute in federal court statutorily denounced offenses. for one year of
Murray-Calloway County
Moloney agreed with the as- dicate whether capital crimes
ago.
years
Senior Citizens Group.
few
a
and Mike Beid
in the Advice of
Beverly Dunlap, Lisa Dunlap, Richard Young
"If we pass a law which flies sessment of Lt. Gov. Julian rose or fell
Mr. Erwin and his wife, the
Tenn. last
Liberty.
in
Camp
Youth
Creek
Supreme Carroll. who said a couple of the death penalty under anoththe
of
face
the
In
tame Ora Kay, who it- attended the Indian
Community Services Society of
ruling.
Creirt we're running the serious weeks ago an effort would be er Supreme Court
vives, had been married for week. They were sponsored by the
AsChurch.
General
AdventIst.1,974
the
wedding
in
made
-day
Their
Seventh
years.
the
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